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Sure-Start Guide

Sure-Start Cloud Deployment

Get Set up for Success Right from the Start 
Every mobile data deployment is unique and has its own set of challenges. We understand this. In order to ensure you get the most out 
of NetMotion Mobility® and NetMotion Diagnostics® from day one, we offer Sure-Start and Sure-Start Express: On-site and remote 
expertise for installing and deploying NetMotion Software solutions.

Rapid Deployment and Best Practices 
With Sure-Start, a dedicated NetMotion Software technical engineer will work with you to assess your technical and business 
requirements, your network environment, and your ultimate mobile data deployment goals, and develop a plan for installation 
and deployment. Our engineer will then assist in the installation, configuration and rapid deployment of your software, sharing 
best practices on module usage, configuration troubleshooting techniques, training on the management console, and an in-depth 
understanding of both client and server settings.

Benefits of Sure-Start and Sure-Start Express 
With NetMotion Software Sure-Start and Sure-Start Express, you are assured to get the most out of your NetMotion software right 
away. Benefits include:

• Rapid Deployment, Minimized Expenses 
 A dedicated Systems Engineer will work on-site at your location or remotely to assist you with the installation,configuration and  
 testing of your NetMotion software. Not only will you save time, you will also save money when it comes to deployment.  
 By leveraging the experience of a dedicated engineer, you will minimize IT expenses on deployment, debugging and technical  
 training.

• Customization for Your Unique Deployment 
 Your mobile deployment is unique. With Sure-Start and Sure-Start Express, our dedicated engineer will work closely with you to  
 determine the requirements of your technical environment, including a full review of yournetwork architecture, firewall  
 configuration and policies, remote client authentication scheme, IP addressing schemes, and required network policies. Our  
 dedicated engineer will provide tailored recommendations and best practices throughout the installation and deployment.

• Minimal Impact on Internal Resources 
 Keep the impact on internal resources at a minimum by having our engineer take care of virtually every aspect of your  
 deployment, including assisting you with the planning and installation of your mobile deployment and providing hands-on  
 training so that you can focus on your business.

Sure-Start Engagement Details

Sure-Start

Sure-Start Description of Work

Period of Performance NetMotion Software will provide a professional engineer for a total of one eight-hour 

day. This eight-hour day represents installation, configuration and basic training.

Place of Performance NetMotion Software will complete the proposed services remotely or at your location, 

which must include access to the NetMotion Software server system(s).
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Sure-Start Description of Work

Pre-Implementation Discussion 
(Coordination via phone and email, 
up to two hours):

The NetMotion Software Engineer will perform the following functions:

•  Review network architecture and requirements with your assigned IT  

    representative(s) and develop recommendations and requirements necessary  

    to support the implementation.

•  Assist and direct customer IT staff to implement firewall configuration and policies  

   to support remote client connections using NetMotion Mobility.

•  Discuss and develop remote client authentication scheme for NetMotion  

   Mobility users.

•  Discuss and develop NetMotion Mobility client IP addressing scheme.

•  Discuss NetMotion Mobility Policy Management rules as necessary to meet project  

    security requirements.

•  Discuss and verify preparation for the NetMotion Engineer.

NetMotion Software Engineer  
On-Site or Remote:

The NetMotion Software Engineer will perform the following functions:

•  Install NetMotion Mobility software on customer supplied hardware.

•  Implement NetMotion Mobility client IP addressing scheme.

•  Implement NetMotion Mobility Policy Management rules as necessary.

•  Assist in implementation of authentication scheme.

•  Install NetMotion Mobility client software on end user laptop and confirm  

    functionality.

•  Recommend and demonstrate best practices for client and server settings.

•  Assist with additional NetMotion configuration as needed.

NetMotion Basic Training  
On-Site or Remote:

The NetMotion Engineer will conduct a basic NetMotion Mobility training session  

for customer IT personnel responsible for supporting and maintaining the  

NetMotion system.

The NetMotion training session will focus on the following topics:

•  Overview of NetMotion Mobility Management Console

•  NetMotion configuration best practices

•  Basic troubleshooting

•  Technical support and resources overview

Deliverables The NetMotion Software deliverables are to provide an a professional engineering 

resource, production client and server software, access for software download from 

the customer portal, and access to software documentation and support

The customer deliverables are to provide the production server hardware for the 

installation that meet or exceed the hardware recommendations along with any and 

all required technical resources for software installation, firewall changes, networking, 

user setup and other elements.

Schedule Sure-Start includes up to one-day (8 working hours) of installation, configuration and 

assistance and up to two hours of pre-deployment consultation (via phone and email).

Acceptance Criteria 
The Sure-Start engagement is considered accepted by the customer once the NetMotion Software engineer has left the customer 
premise. The customer has a five-day period, post engagement, to contact us in the event they wish to contest the consulting services 
rendered.
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Technical and Project Assumptions 
In order to get the most out of the consulting engagement, the customer needs to provide any and all necessary technical resources (i.e. 
firewall administrator, server administrator) to allow the proper setup and configuration of the system. The NetMotion Software engineer 
will guide the configuration of NetMotion software but makes no warrants about any issues not related to NetMotion software, such as 
networking and routing problems, etc. Additionally, NetMotion Software engineers will not modify any networking components such as 
firewalls, authentication servers and routers. This is exclusively the responsibility of the customer.

Sure-Start Express Engagement Details

Period of Performance NetMotion Software will provide access to our engineer for remote consulting for 

a total of up to eight hours. This engagement represents a pre-review interview 

and preparation session, and remote assistance for installation and configuration of 

NetMotion Software products.

Place of Performance NetMotion Software will complete the proposed services remotely

NetMotion Engineer  
Remote Assistance
(Up to eight hours):

The NetMotion Software Engineer will perform the following functions:

•  Schedule a pre-review interview session with the customer to review  

    implementation and deployment plans for the NetMotion solution.

•  Review network architecture and requirements with customer IT representative(s)  

    and develop recommendations and requirements necessary to support the  

    implementation

•  Assist and direct customer IT staff to implement firewall configuration and policies  

   to support remote client connections.

•  Discuss and develop NetMotion Software client IP addressing scheme.

•  Assist to install NetMotion software on customer supplied hardware.

•  Implement Policy Management rules as necessary to meet project security  

   requirements.

•  Assist in implementation of authentication scheme.

•  Assist to install client software on end user laptop and confirm functionality.

•  Recommend and demonstrate best practices for client and server settings.

•  Assist with additional NetMotion Software configuration as needed.

•  Provide basic console overview and training.

•  Provide technical support and resources overview.

Deliverables The NetMotion Software deliverables are to provide access to a NetMotion Software 

Engineering resource, production client and server software, access for software 

download from the customer portal, and access to software documentation and 

support.

The customer deliverables are to provide the production server hardware for the 

installation that meet or exceed the hardware recommendations along with any and 

all required technical resources for software installation, firewall changes, networking, 

user setup and others as needed.

Schedule Sure-Start Express includes up to one-day (eight working hours) of remote installation, 

configuration and training assistance.

Sure-Start Express Description of Work
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Acceptance Criteria 
Sure-Start Express is considered accepted once the NetMotion Software Engineer has completed the remote assistance. The customer 
has a five-day period, after completion of the engagement, to contact us in the event they wish to contest the Sure-Start Express 
implementation.

Technical and Project Assumptions 
In order to get the most out of the consulting engagement, the customer needs to provide any and all necessary technical resources (i.e. 
firewall administrator, server administrator) to allow the proper setup and configuration of the system. The NetMotion Software engineer 
will guide the configuration of NetMotion software but makes no warrants about any issues not related to NetMotion software, such as 
networking and routing problems, etc. Additionally, NetMotion Software engineers will not modify any networking components such as 
firewalls, authentication servers and routers. This is exclusively the responsibility of the customer.

Professional Services Expiration 
Professional Service (PS) time purchased has an expiration date of six months from the time the customer purchase order is received. If 
you do not begin your implementation within that six month period, the Professional Service hours associated with that purchase order 
will be voided without refund.

Customer Acceptance 
Upon completion of your NetMotion implementation (or your NetMotion 3rd party partner software installation) you will receive via 
email a Customer Acceptance form to sign and return to NetMotion at the address specified. As a courtesy NetMotion will make three 
attempts to contact you via email to obtain your signature. You will have 30 days from the third email attempt to sign and return this 
document. Note, no response within that timeframe shall be considered customer approval. If you do not agree that the NetMotion 
implementation (or NetMotion 3rd party partner software installation) is complete then you must respond, via email, stating non-
acceptance and detailing the remaining items needed to achieve acceptance.

How to Get Started 
To get started with Sure-Start or Sure-Start Express, simply contact your NetMotion Software representative.  
Or contact us at: 1-866-262-7626, or online at: http://www.netmotionsoftware.com/contact


